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Abstract 

AC-DC-AC converter-fed induction motor drive is a back-to-back three phase converter. A fault 
in a single semiconductor switch can make it inoperative. If there in an occurrence of the issues 
happening in the converter, the five-leg converter with a shared leg between the grid and load 
sides is a conceivable arrangement for this problem. Here the topology represents an inherent 
two-objective control as its grid and load sides are controlled at the same time. In this paper, new 
control scheme in view of the FCS-MPC combined with intrinsic characteristics for the five-leg 
converter is devised for autonomous control of the rectifier and inverter subsystem with the 
shared leg over current imperative. In this paper another novel ANFIS control is proposed and 
with a specific end goal to give a total assessment of the proposed ANFIS control scheme, the 
traditional MPC control plot is directed for comparison. Simulation is done to approve the 
adequacy of the proposed scheme. 

Introduction 

The back-back three-phase converteris used formaking better IM [1], particularly in the high-
control regenerative drives. This converter is delicate to control switch fault. In AC-DC-AC 
converters, this fault can happen at the frontend rectifier or at the output inverter. One way for 
solving this problem is to include equipment repetition into the systems. It is a costly, heavy 
weight and space devouring arrangement [2]. In it a real timefault identification and converter 
reconfiguration has a steady improvement amid the previous decade, called nonredundant fault 
tolerant structures. In case of nonredundant fault working structures, the converter can be 
produced either with a DC-bus midpoint association[3] or with a common leg imparted to 
another motor drive [4] or rectifier [5] to supply the motor drive. The DC-bus mid-point 
association strategy causes the capacitor voltage variance and additional endeavors, while the 
shared leg case, this issue doesn’t arise. A PWM procedure in which the load frequency, 
equivalent to the gridfrequency was proposed for control of this topology. But this technique lost 
the value of variable frequency in inverter as the gridfrequency was constantly steady. In this 
paper, the model of the five-leg AC-DC-AC converter is broke down, and a control scheme FCS-
MPC is proposed for control of a five-leg converter-nourished induction motor. With an 
extremely adaptable structure of cost work in FCS-MPC, it is possible to include the limitation 
(e.g., shared-leg over current) and other control targets. A FCS-MPC with bring down figuring 
load created from the innate normal for the five-leg converter is proposed. The voltage restriction 
of the five leg AC-DC-AC converter is examined and the speeds extend for free control of the 
rectifier and motor is given. 
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Result 

Simulation result for shared-leg current with the proposed shared

Simulation result showing estimated phase I3 output voltage and estimated phase g3 input 
voltage and estimated shared-leg voltage

Conclusion 

In this paper, a five-leg AC-DC
scheme of ANFIS with inherent normal for the five
the rectifier and inverter subsystem with the shared leg overcurrent limitation. The auto
control condition for five-leg AC
number of controllers is decreased 
tuning exertion is spared. It has been 
can give even a superior execution to
the accomplished execution of the proposed FCS
a decent approach to manage the common leg overcurrent. With the proposed ANFIS, the five
leg convertersustained induction motor 
AC drive framework and gives dynamic performances and good results than existing
FCS-MPC. 
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